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Marjorie Ransom lived twice in Yemen, in 1966 
and 1975, as a US diplomat in a thirty-year ca-
reer that took her also to Jordan, Saudi Arabia, 
Lebanon, the United Arab Emirates, Syria, and 
Egypt. She and David Ransom, her late hus-
band, were the first Arabic-speaking tandem 
couple in the Foreign Service.

With the help of American Institute for Yem-
eni Studies research grants, Ransom later spent 
a year in Yemen in 2005 studying jewelry and 
costumes. Her findings are featured in the stun-
ning illustrated book Silver Treasures from 
the Land of Sheba: Yemeni Regional Jewelry 
(AUC Press, forthcoming). She is currently 
working on a second volume solely about sil-
versmiths.

“We hear mostly about their difficulties with terrorists,” explains Ransom. “This book 
offers 
a much nicer and fairer perspective.  Each chapter presents the architecture, the cos-
tumes, the jewelry and, when possible, the women of the region.”

Ransom has lectured extensively in the US about traditional jewelry of the Middle East 
and exhibited her private collection of silver jewelry in various museums including 
the Bead Museum in Washington. She has also published numerous articles on Yemeni 
wedding jewelry, the craft of Yemeni silver, and the future of this threatened craft. 

In this recent interview, she talks about her travels across Yemen, her passion for the 
country, and for its traditional silver jewelry.



AUC Press: You first went to Yemen in 1966. What was it like then and how much 
has changed in the tradition of Yemeni silver craftsmanship since those post revolution 
days?

MR: Many changes took place in Yemeni silver making in the twentieth century with the 
advent of machines for making wire and flattening the silver. Nevertheless, the crafts-
men still use a draw plate to reduce the size of the silver wire to do delicate filigree. The 
traditional blow pipe which focused and increased the heat of a wood fire was replaced 
by a blow torch fired by butagas.
What changed the place of traditional silver jewelry in the Yemeni economy since the 
1962 revolution in northern Yemen was the attitude towards it.  Gradually it became as-
sociated with the old Imamic regime and was considered old-fashioned. Women began 
to turn to gold jewelry, even if they could afford only small pieces of gold jewelry. After 
the oil boom of 1972, Yemeni workers flooded into Saudi Arabia where they were ex-
posed to new ideas and fashions. They brought back to Yemen their new taste and this 
accelerated the abandonment of traditional jewelry. When I did my research from 2004 
to 2007, I talked to women sixty years of age or older. When they married they received 
jewelry as part of the marriage contract; many still owned several pieces.  Some of these 
women told me it would cover the cost of their burial.

AUC Press: While living in Yemen you started very early on collecting Yemeni silver, 
visiting dealers in Sanaa, researching the craft, and interviewing silversmiths all over 
the country. Where does this passion for this ancient Yemeni art come from?

MR: I lived in Yemen for a total of five years-four in two tours as a diplomat and the 
last year conducting research for my book. I always wore silver jewelry. When I traveled 
to the Middle East I fell in love with their silver jewelry. I discovered the beauty of 
Yemeni jewelry over the years as I lived in Saudi Arabia, Syria and Egypt, as well as 
Yemen itself.  There was more silver jewelry in Yemen and many more silversmiths than 
in the other countries I lived in.  When I worked I collected jewelry, but it was only in 
retirement that I found time to do research. I interviewed more than forty silversmiths 
in Yemen and I know that I did not find all of them. They lived and worked all over the 
country, primarily in the cities, but also in villages. I will write about them in my second 
book and tell their stories.  In Silver Treasures, the map on page xvi shows many of the 
places I visited.  They are the centers of silver-making. Much of the middle and north-
east of Yemen is desert and there were no centers there. The jewelry for Marib and the 
Jawf, two areas with a great deal of desert, was made in three jewelry centers in other 
governorates-Al-Baida, Shabwa and Saada.



April 2006, a village Mahwit province (Ransom on right)

October 2004, with silver dealer Sultan al-Amari, Taiz

AUC Press: In the foreword of your book, the Special Advisor to the president of 
Yemen says: “Marjorie’s seminal work makes a great contribution to understanding 
Yemeni folk culture.”  How well do you know the country after your extensive travels 
there? 
MR: I traveled all over Yemen. The one area I could not visit was Saada in the north 
on the Saudi border. I actually visited it briefly in 1977 and I have many pieces of jew-



elry that were made there. I interviewed a Saada Jewish silversmith and photographed 
his work.  I have visited places many Yemeni have not been to. I tried to visit the lo-
cations where I would find silversmiths. The documentation for my book is all oral. I 
found few written references. Only one silversmith I interviewed had ever been ques-
tioned about his craft and the interviewer never published his findings. Thus, my book 
is unique for it tells the story of silver jewelry from the perspective of the men who 
made it and the women who wore it.  

AUC Press: Why is it that Yemeni Bedouin tribeswomen are such significant custom-
ers of traditional silver jewelry?

MR: Until the 1950s a tribal family’s wealth was held in silver jewelry. The groom’s 
family paid a price in the wedding contract for the hand of the bride. The jewelry was 
the property of the bride.  She sold pieces in time of need and the husband added to it 
in times of prosperity, e.g. harvest time or when the animals were sold. Bedouin had 
the greatest amount of silver jewelry because it held their family wealth; they were 
constantly on the move and the jewelry was portable.

AUC Press: You once gave a lecture entitled “Silver speaks” about your vast private 
collection of silver. What does silver jewelry says about a country’s cultural heritage?

MR: I have given more lectures about traditional silver jewelry than I can count. There 
were five showings of “Silver Speaks: Traditional Jewelry of the Middle East,” an 
exhibit of jewelry from Egypt, Oman, Saudi Arabia, Syria and Yemen. Visitors to the 
exhibit admired the intricacy of the work and the boldness of the designs. An Arab-
American woman in Dearborn, Michigan wrote in the comment book that the exhibit 
made her especially proud of her heritage; another said that the exhibit enabled her to 
understand for the first time her mother’s deep attachment to traditional silver jewelry.

AUC Press: You have acquired over the years nearly 2000 pieces of Yemeni jewelry. 
Is this one way of preserving an increasingly rare craft that is being steadily replaced 
by gold and machine-made jewelry?

MR: I have more than 2000 pieces of silver jewelry; of this total more than 1700 are 
Yemeni. I made a point of acquiring pieces from every area of Yemen so the entire 
country would be represented in “Silver Treasures.”

AUC Press: Yemen is a huge country, the second largest of the Arabian Peninsula. Are 



there distinct characteristics or identifiable specificities in the jewelry design and use 
depending on the country’s region?

MR: There are distinct characteristics in the jewelry in each part of Yemen. Most no-
ticeable is the use of palm leaf and bark motifs in the jewelry of the Hadramaut in the 
southeast of Yemen.  Saada was well-known for bracelets with intricate granulation.  
Mahwit was the primary producer of the large necklace called lazim.  

(Lazim means essential; the Mahwiti bride 
had to wear a lazim when she married). 
Tribeswomen in Taiz and the coastal Tihama 
region wore glass bracelets imported from 
India. Sanaa silversmiths produced most of 
the large beads called qahat.  Red and amber-
colored stones were widely worn in Marib 
and the Jawf and in 
neighboring Saudi Arabia. The silversmiths of 
the Wasab area were famous for the mulberry 
or tut beads, that consisted of fine silver 
granules soldered together in an intricate pat-
tern. 
Takrim is a technique of cutting out a design; 
Zaidiyya, a small town on the Tihama coastal 
plain north of Hodeida excelled in this technique. I got a lot of attention when I pho-
tographed a man in Mahwit governorate wearing a beautiful Zaidiyya jambiyya of 
takrim work. 

AUC Press: You have traveled and lived throughout the Middle East for decades. How 
does Yemeni silver jewelry differ from the Arabic craftsmanship in Damascus or Cairo 
for example? 

MR:  There are similarities in the jewelry all across the Middle East, but few had the 
labor-intensive granulation, filigree and loop-in-loop chain construction of the Yemeni 
jewelry.  The loop-in-loop chain work was primarily the purview of women, both in 
the north and the south. The women of Wadi Idim in the Hadramaut produced a par-
ticularly lovely chain belt called hunaisha (snake). 

To read more about the book, click here.


